
 

 

 

Friday, August 16th, 2019 

“Dow points - they aren’t what they used to be” 

If you turned on the nightly news this week, you were undoubtedly treated to a headline story such as “Dow 
crashes 800 points!” The Dow Jones Industrial Average did in fact drop 800 points on Wednesday, its fourth 
largest point drop in history (the top 3 occurred in 2018). CNBC aired their episodic Markets in Turmoil 
unscheduled broadcast on Wednesday evening to update viewers on the momentous event. Other news 
outlets were just as eager to stoke the fire on such a large Dow point move.  
 
What you likely did not hear reading or listening to this story is that the Dow dropping 800 points equated 
to a 3% move, the 342nd worst day in terms of percentage loss. Not quite as attention-grabbing.  
 
The difference in points vs. percentage is due to the growth in stocks over the past 10 years which means 
each point the Dow moves becomes more immaterial with each passing year. Even with the 3% move, the 
Dow was still within 7% of its all-time record set in mid-July.  
 
It may seem like there is an abundance of risks to be concerned with right now, but as the chart below from 
First Trust shows, there are always risks the market is grappling with. We call this the proverbial “wall of 
worry”. If there were no risks to owning stocks, there would be no long-term premium earned by investors 
for holding them as part of their equity budget.  
 

 
 
When you own stocks, you should always assume you can live with your equity allocation dropping 30-50% 
in any given year. If your financial plan or temperament can’t survive with that assumption, you likely own 
too many equities to begin with. After all, we can’t predict when it will happen, but it will in fact happen again.  
 
Along the way you may be tempted to react to the risks of the moment that may or may not be the eventual 
catalyst for stocks to get cut in half temporarily; however, most of the time the risks will amount to nothing 
consequential and those who overreact will just end up handicapping their long-term goals.  

 



Right now the two primary culprits are tariffs and the recent yield curve inversion, which has historically 
been a reliable predictor of looming recessions.  
 
In terms of tariffs and trade, we are still seeing mixed signals from the slowing global economy. The tariffs 
are certainly having an impact on global trade, but it is tough to assess the magnitude of these impacts vs. 
other cyclical headwinds. Regardless, the powerhouse of the Eurozone economy, Germany, reported on 
Wednesday that its Gross Domestic Product declined in the second quarter. China’s growth has also slowed 
to a multi-decade low. Economists expect U.S. growth to slow down to ~2% this year vs. last year’s 2.9% rate. 
 
On the other hand, U.S. retail sales for the month of July were up 3.4% year-over-year, a strong number which 
showed momentum from prior monthly trends. As a reminder, U.S. consumers make up about 70% of U.S. 
economic output. President Trump’s decision to delay tariffs from September to December to buffer the 
impacts on the holiday shopping season shows that the administration does see an eventual impact to 
consumers from these tariffs; however, thus far, consumers have been able to weather the storm.   
 
As for the recent yield curve inversion, we have commented several times in the past about this recessionary 
signal and this week we finally saw the 2-year treasury dip below the 10-year treasury for the first time since 
2007. This event has preceded every recession over the past 50 years, which is likely why markets reacted 
on Wednesday when the spread finally turned negative.    
 
Over the past 7 economic cycles, the median time between yield curve inversion and the beginning of the 
recession was 19 months, according to Tony Dwyer1. This time delay also shows up in stock market returns 
where the immediate results are, in most cases, strong performance of the S&P 500 following the inversion. 
That doesn’t guarantee the S&P 500 will continue moving higher, it just shows historically it has been a very 
early signal for both the economic and stock market cycle.  
 

 
      

Returning to volatility, these recent price gyrations are very normal, but like a cold shower it does sometimes 
shock the system if you are not quite ready for it. According to Ryan Detrick at LPL, the S&P 500 has averaged 
3.3 separate 5% pullbacks intra-year since 1990. We just received number 2 for 2019 (last year we had 5).  
 
Outside of a couple pockets of volatility, things have actually been fairly quiet over the past ten years which 
probably makes these sudden spikes of volatility more palpable, especially when the numbers are somewhat 
sensationalized for dramatic effect by the media. As the chart below from First Trust shows, the average S&P 
500 intra-year correction since 1980 is 14%, a period in which the market is up 10-fold. 



 
                      

Most importantly, any legitimate financial plan should take into account the volatility that we expect to 
receive from stocks. Reacting, as opposed to planning for these events is not an effective strategy for 
managing one’s wealth.  
 
In times of heightened volatility, we are reminded of Nick Murray’s tree planting analogy as referenced in his 
book, Simple Wealth, Inevitable Wealth: 
 

“…You plant it in the earth, and a wonderful force of nature causes it to take root, and to grow. 
You don’t have to do much with it: the air and the water and the nutrients it needs are all around 
the tree, and it knows how to use them. 
 
You don’t dig it up every 90 days to check on its progress. Nothing much will have changed in 
that brief time, and you might harm the tree. You don’t uproot the tree and store it in your 
garage over the winter, to protect it from what you regard as “bad weather”. Though its leaves 
fall and it stops growing for a season, the tree itself does not die. And even leafless, the tree is 
still producing oxygen, without which you and I could not live. 
 
Give the tree enough room, enough light, and enough time. Then leave it pretty much alone. It 
will give you back air and shade and beauty as it grows – and will go on doing so for your 
children, after you are gone.” 

 
 
Wayne Wagner Jr., ChFC  
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1. https://www.marketwatch.com/story/why-an-inverted-yield-curve-doesnt-mean-investors-should-immediately-sell-stocks-2019-03-25 
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